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with the previous year, at $84.27; however, the average list price of Dentistry titles increased by 21%; 48 Dentistry titles treated in 1999/00 had an average list price of $77.46 compared with $64.26 during the previous year. 31 titles in Animal Husbandry also saw a rather dramatic increase in average list price; in 1998/99 the average list price of Animal Husbandry titles was $54.50 as compared with $82.27 in 1999/00, accounting for a 51% increase.

**The Long View**

Figure 1 shows broad pricing trends in monographic publishing over the past ten years, restricted to exclude popular works and lower undergraduate texts. The total price change over this period, adjusted for inflation, shows a 1.05% decrease, with Sci/Tech/Med titles leading the decline again this year with an 4.81% decrease. Social Science titles and Humanities/Arts titles showed increases of 10.84% and 3.65%, respectively, in average list price, adjusted for inflation, during this period. Librarians planning the coming year's book budget may bear in mind these past price changes as the best near-term predictors of changes in book pricing in the coming year.

---

**GRIPES:** (Submitted by Caroline Dean, University of Cape Town Medical Library)

“What is everybody doing with CDs that accompany periodical issues? The University of Cape Town libraries are wanting to set up a protocol on how to handle these CDs and we are seeking advice. Where, and how, do we keep them so that they are accessible to anyone who might want to view them? And what records do we keep? And what have we not yet thought about?”

**Response:** (Submitted by Molly Brennan Cox, Serials Coordinator, Virginia Tech)

At Virginia Tech the first thing we do when handling periodicals with accompanying CDs is evaluate the content of the CD. Sometimes a CD or disk accompanies an issue but is not directly related, or integral, to that issue. Those pieces deemed advertising, such as American Online disks, are discarded. CDs that contain backfiles of the periodical title are referred to a subject bibliographer for a retention decision. (An example would be a CD containing the 1999 and 2000 proceedings of the British Society of Animal Science that accompanies the print title, Proceedings of the British Society of Animal Science.) An accompanying CD index to a periodical title is also referred to a subject bibliographer for a decision.

Other CDs are judged integral to the print issue. In order to make this judgement, serials staff examine the periodical issue to determine whether the CD is mentioned in the contents page, other preliminary pages or in the colophon. If the decision is made to retain it, the CD is forwarded to our database maintenance unit.

The database maintenance unit puts notes in the holdings/check-in record indicating marking instructions and its shelving location. Virginia Tech shelves all media, including music CDs and computer files, in the Center for Alternative Media (CAM). The piece is given the same classification number as the periodical title with the additional notation of Media Center, e.g. MT56 P46 1987 Media Center.
sotto voce — Taking the Step from Speaking Softly to Listening Loudly

by Bob Schatz (everbob@yahoo.com)

After giving it serious thought, I’ve decided to discontinue my contributions to “sotto voce,” at least as a regular column. As I drive around North America visiting libraries, I’ve become aware of how much less I know for certain than when I was younger. I also find my thoughts turning more often to things of a personal nature than to the vagaries of the world of librarianship, publishing, and vending.

A column written for a professional publication should expand readers’ knowledge, or at least reveal otherwise hidden truths. That is difficult to accomplish when the writer has far more questions about his world than answers. I know that somewhere out there is a person who knows what kind of books will exist in the future, who understands how libraries will serve the very different demands of patrons in the coming years, decades, and centuries. This person will be able to reveal what kinds of publishing will remain in the electronic era of the 2000s, and will be able to answer the age-old question, “What is a publisher doing buying a systems vendor?” As I ponder these questions myself, I’m fairly certain that it will not be me. Coming to grips with that, I don’t think it fair to ATG readers that I intrude upon your time by spouting more conjecture. Our world is cluttered enough with writing that is centered on form instead of content, and I don’t want to add to the noise. Thus, I take my leave of this column rather than risking its deterioration to that level.

In parting, I’ll share with you the one thing I feel certain about, and (it doesn’t take submitting it six times each year to get this message across): It’s about people. It always has been and always will be. The work we all undertake, whether we be vendors, publishers, or librarians, is about helping people improve their world and their lives. The way we interact with each other is far more important than the way our computer systems interface. The books, journals, and technologies we deal with are conduits through which information flows. They represent the means, not the ends, of librarianship. Technology exists as a tool to help us help each other. It is supposed to work for us, not the other way around. If we are not careful, though, we’ll find ourselves working for the machine, a process which, I fear, has already begun. In the face of that, it is worthwhile to dedicate ourselves to whatever it takes to retain our humanity in this age where innovators too often ask “can it be done” rather than “should it be done.”

And with those revelations, I bring this column to a close (or at least a hiatus) for my contributions. Thanks, Katina, for giving me the opportunity to express my thoughts. To those of you who responded to my columns via email, thanks for that too. It was fun getting “fan mail.” If the clouds part on one of my trips and new truths about librarianship and vending are revealed to me, I hope you’ll allow me to share my thoughts with you again as a guest columnist.

I’m beginning to embrace the idea that the truth is not so much in the telling as it is in the living, and I look forward to the time I’ll share with many of you in my continued work with Everst. Through our professional interactions, I hope we’ll be able to expand the human values that still surround this profession. Those actions, not the columns we write, are the real statements we make about what is important to us, even if, in this complex world, they are only heard as a sotto voce.

Rumors

products from the project—a set of tools, processes, and techniques—will be useful to the library community in general as it looks to provide electronic resources to their communities. A separate task force from within the project will focus on working with vendor-based database products to arrive at agreed-upon data element definitions and terms, specific data that can be collected, and methods for reporting data to libraries. This ARL Task Force on Statistics from Vendor-Based Da-

base Products will also be building on existing work in the field. Participating institutions include University of Alberta, Arizona State University, Auburn University, University of Chicago, University of Connecticut, Cornell University, University of Illinois at Chicago, University of Minnesota, University of Maryland, University of Massachusetts-Amherst, University of Nebraska, New York Public Library, University of Notre Dame, University of Pennsylvania, Pennsylvania State University, University of Pittsburgh, Purdue University, and the University of Washington.
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